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What is SECO?
The SECO is a scientific event which occurs every year for a week
of scientific exchanges. It gathers French and European PhD students
in order to present their work in organic chemistry and share scientific
information and ideas with each other and senior researchers. This
meeting enables PhD students to broaden their knowledge as well as
to develop their critical reasoning and scientific thinking.
The event consists of short presentations given by every PhD
student covering their research, and plenary lectures given by invited
academic and industrial researchers. Lectures, free time and meals
allow students and senior researchers to get in contact more easily in
order to promote fruitful exchanges.
The SECO is a unique opportunity for young researchers to have
a global point of view on modern research in Organic Chemistry.

The 56nd edition
This year, the 56nd edition of the SECO will be held at La Clusaz,
in the French Alps, from the 12th to the 17th of May 2019. The SECO
is already a renowned congress in the field of organic chemistry.
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History of the SECO
Professor Guy Ourisson had the idea of
creating a new conference, called SECO
(in French: Semaine d’Etudes de Chimie
Organique: Week of Study in Organic
Chemistry), which was organised for the
first time in 1963.
Since the 1980s, the SECO has been
dedicated to late stage PhD students. In
1985, the SECO-association was created in
Clermont-Ferrand, and its goal is to
facilitate the exchange between young
researchers (academic as well as
industrial).

Several renowned researchers have
participated in the past few years:
Oppolozer (1995), Knochel (1997), Castro
(2001), Alexakis (2003-2007), J. Zhu (2013),
G. Molander (2015), D. Procter (2016), B.
List
(2018).
Well-known
chemical
companies also take part in this conference
by giving us grants and dispatching a
lecturer to the congress.
The 56nd edition of this conference will be
held from the 12th to the 17th of May
2019. It will take place at La Clusaz, in the
French Alps.
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Lecturers
The invited scientists are chosen among promising young,
renowned senior and industrial researchers. The objective is to enable
PhD students to have a global view of research in Organic Chemistry.

Pr. Lutz Ackermann

Pr. Cristina Nativi

C-H Activation
University of Göttingen
lutz.ackermann@chemie.unigoettingen.de

Glycochemisty / MedChem
University of Florence
cristina.nativi@unifi.it

Dr. Thibault Cantat

Dr. Daniele Leonori

Catalysis - CO2 conversion
CEA Saclay
thibault.cantat@cea.fr

Radical Catalysis
University of Manchester
daniele.leonori@manchester.ac.uk

Pr. Erwan Poupon
Biomimetic & Biomedicinal Chemistry
University of Paris-Saclay
erwan.poupon@u-psud.fr

Your representative?
We are open for collaboration and still
have an available slot for your company’s
speaker in our schedule.
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Situation

The SECO 56 will be held at La Clusaz, close to Annecy in the
French Alps. This is the perfect place to relax and enjoy nature but also
to appreciate the many activities offered, be it indoor or outdoor.

Les Confins

Routing: How to get to La Clusaz?
 By Car: accessible via A6/A40 from Paris (583 km).
accessible via A43/A41 from Lyon (178 km).
accessible via A89 from Bordeaux (731 km).
 By Train: high speed trains (TGV) run to Annecy, 30 km from the resort.
 By Plane: 65 km from Geneva international airports.
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Budget
The budget involves expenses of which the biggest is
accommodation. Funding comes mostly from the registrations but
public and private donations help to keep registration fees as low as
possible in order to give the opportunity to every PhD student to
participate in the symposium.
Expenses:
1
2
3

4
5

Description
Accommodation
Transport
Activities
a) Wednesday activities
b) Participants kits
Insurance
Operating costs

Price
22530 €
4100 €
4000 €
1500 €
120 €
800 €
Total expenses = 33050 €

Funding:
1
2
3

Description
Registrations: 400 € x 54
Private sector
Public sector

Price
21600 €
10000 €
1450 €
Total funding = 33050 €
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Your role
Giving all PhD students the opportunity to display their work and
create a network is the main purpose of the SECO. This goal cannot be
achieved without funding from governmental institutions and private
companies.
The SECO 56 is a unique opportunity for you to help and reach
PhD students who will soon be active in the labour market.
Your monetary donation will help to insure the future and
success of the SECO 56 and futures of the upcoming generation of
scientist.

Thank your in advance
for your support
You can either contribute to SECO 56 by giving a lecture,
running a stand to promote your products, services and company, or
simply with a financial donation.

1
2
3
4

Description
Logo and/or Leaflets
Stand
Conference
Donation of your choice

Price
250 €
500 €
1000 €
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Organizing committee

Benjamin Large

Thomas Cantin

Institut Lavoisier de Versailles
(UMR 8180)
Université de Versailles St
Quentin
benjamin.large@uvsq.fr

Institut de Chimie des Milieux
et Matériaux de Poitiers
(UMR CNRS 7285)
Université de Poitiers
thomas.cantin@univpoitiers.fr

Ludivine Lebedel

Aubin Charvieux

Institut de Chimie des Milieux
et Matériaux de Poitiers
(UMR CNRS 7285)
Université de Poitiers
ludivine.lebedel@univpoitiers.fr

Institut de Chimie et Biochimie
Moléculaires et
Supramoléculaires (UMR 5246)
Université Claude Bernard
Lyon 1
aubin.charvieux@univ-lyon1.fr

Sokna Bazzi
Institut de Chimie Moléculaire et des
Matériaux d’Orsay
Equipe de Catalyse Moléculaire (UMR 8182)
Université Paris-Saclay
Sakna.bazzi@u-psud.fr
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The SECO is a scientific event about research in organic chemistry. It
consists of oral presentations given by PhD students, outlining their research,
and ten plenary lectures given by invited academic and industrial senior
scientists. Lectures, free time and meals allow students and senior researchers
to easily get in touch, promoting fruitful discussions.

Contacts:
Benjamin Large
Institut Lavoisier de Versailles (UMR 8180)
Université de Versailles St Quentin
45 avenue des Etats-Unis, 78000 Versailles
benjamin.large@uvsq.fr

Thomas Cantin
Institut de Chimie des Milieux et Matériaux de Poitiers (UMR CNRS 7285)
Université de Poitiers
4 rue Michel Brunet, 86000 POITIERS
thomas.cantin@univ-poitiers.fr

contact.seco56@gmail.com
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